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Zain Group and EXFO jointly
honored at 5G MENA awards

‘Winning in the Digital Revolution’ with Best Telecom Service Innovation
DUBAI: Zain Group, one of the region’s leading mobile
network operators with a presence in eight countries and
EXFO Inc (NASDAQ: EXFO, TSX: EXF), the communica-
tions industry’s test, monitoring and analytics experts, have
been jointly recognized with the 5G MENA award for Best
Telecom Service Innovation.

The award was presented at 5G MENA 2019, the
largest event in the Middle East and North Africa region to
focus on advancing and commercializing 5G networks. It
recognizes the operator “winning in the Digital Revolution
by utilizing existing technology capabilities or developing
new ones to introduce new products and services for con-
sumers and customers.”  

Highlights of the Zain Group-EXFO submission:
● Solution name: Nova 
● Objective: Unlock the value of network data to enrich

customer experience and boost data service revenues
● Support CEM not only for network and service oper-

ations but also for business teams
● EXFO and Zain collaborated on 40+ innovative use

cases embedding AI and machine learning to improve end-
user experience, raise customer satisfaction, fight against
fraud and generate new revenue streams

● Successful modeling for churn prediction at a rate
above 70 percent

● Data service adoption model helps Zain increase sub-

scriber access to data services; measure and deliver supe-
rior customer experience; and monitor the impact of net-
work optimization and marketing campaigns as well as
associated revenues

● The result of a partnership of more than 10 years
spanning Zain’s 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G journey with EXFO’s
test, monitoring and analytics portfolio

“Zain’s innovative digital strategy is built on solid cus-
tomer experience management and evolving the existing
telco core to maximize value,” said Khawla Al-Jaber, Zain
Group’s Technology Strategy and Performance Director.
“The customer intelligence provided by EXFO is one of
the crucial factors in achieving this goal and in helping
Zain turn this data into service differentiation and efficien-
cy improvements that impact our revenues.”

“EXFO has been Zain’s close partner for more than a
decade, supporting their operations in technology and
business transformations with our test, monitoring and
analytics,” said Abdelkrim Benamar, EXFO’s Vice-
President of Service Assurance, Systems and Services.
“Using technologies such as AI and machine learning helps
us take predictive analytics to the next level. Our cus-
tomers get a deep understanding of an increasingly com-
plex ecosystem; actionable insights to automate network
operations; increased subscriber satisfaction; and the abil-
ity to monetize their investments. These are the founda-
tions you need to do 5G right.

Flydubai:
Celebrating 
10 years of 
flying together
DUBAI: Dubai-based flydubai’s participation at
this year’s Arabian Travel Market (ATM) coin-
cided with the start of the celebrations for the
carrier’s 10th anniversary. The airline, which start-
ed operations on 01 June 2009, marked this occa-
sion with the launch of a new website for passen-

gers to share their
memories.

Over the last
decade, the airline
has changed the
way people travel.
It enters a new
chapter of its
maturity cemented
by steady growth,
enhanced passen-
ger experience and
a renewed commit-
ment to opening up
previously under-
served markets. 

Ghaith Al-Ghaith, flydubai’s Chief Executive
Officer, commented on the occasion: “Flydubai
has come a long way since its first flight in
2009. Our agility, our profound understanding
of the evolving passenger needs and our com-
mitment to open up previously underserved
markets has enabled us to enhance our business
model and product offering to become the air-
line we are today.”

“We were established with a mandate to pro-
vide convenient, reliable and affordable travel
services with the aim to remove barriers to trav-
el, create free flows of trade and tourism and
enhance connectivity between different cultures.
We remain true to that mandate and today 71 of
our destinations had no or very few direct air-
links from the UAE. Serving these markets
enables a population of 1.5 billion the opportu-
nity for more convenient travel, access to an

international aviation hub as well as making
their countries more accessible to the world,”
added Al-Ghaith.

In celebration of ten years of flydubai, the
airline has launched a dedicated website
www.comeflydubaiwithus.com  which provides
a platform for all passengers to share their
favourite flydubai travel memories. This website
showcases the experiences that flydubai has
enabled over the past ten years; whether it was
passengers visiting friends and family, travelling
for business or simply enjoying a well-earned
holiday somewhere on the flydubai network. The
airline is inviting all passengers who have trav-
elled with flydubai to get involved and share
their favorite memories. Those who participate
will have the opportunity to win one of 10 pairs
of return Economy Class tickets within the fly-
dubai network. 

“As we are celebrate our 10th anniversary
this year, I would like to look back at some of
our key achievements and acknowledge the

hard work and efforts of our extremely commit-
ted and reliable team here at flydubai. The
growth and success of our airline wouldn’t have
been possible without them,” continued Al-
Ghaith. Since commencing operations, flydubai
has created a network of more than 90 destina-
tions in 47 countries across Africa (12 points),
Central Asia and the Caucasus (10 points),
Europe (27 points), the GCC and the Middle
East (26 points), and the Indian Subcontinent
(18 points).

More than 70 million passengers have cho-
sen to flydubai since it launched and there have
been a number of milestones since its inception
in 2009: from introducing Inflight entertainment
to its fleet in 2010 to Business Class in 2013,
placing three aircraft orders and most recently
announced an extensive codeshare partnership
with Emirates.During ATM, flydubai hosted
more than 500 travel agents from around its
expanding network to thank them for their sup-
port over the years. 
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US private 
sector surges 
in April: ADP
WASHINGTON: American firms hired at a
blistering pace in April, the fastest in nine
months, kicking off the second quarter of the
year with a bang, according to a payroll data
released yesterday. The private sector data
comes on the day the Federal Reserve is due
to make its latest pronouncement on interest
rates, and adds to the conflicting dynamic
facing central bankers with data showing the
economy continues to grow but with few
signs of accelerating wages or inflation.

US private hiring surged by 275,000 new
positions-beating the consensus forecast by
more than 100,000 — driven by a huge
increase in the dominant services sector
which posted the biggest gain since mid-
2016, payroll services firm ADP reported.
However, economists may take the increase
with a grain of salt. The data show the “eco-
nomic soft patch at the start of the year has
not materially impacted hiring,” said Mark
Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics,
which jointly produces the report.

However, he cautioned that “April’s job
gains overstate the economy’s strength.” Still
“they make the case that expansion continues
on.” The goods-producing sector rebounded
as well, adding 52,000 employees after a
slight decline in March-including 5,000 in
manufacturing and 49,000 in construction-
but it employs only about one-fifth the num-
ber of workers as services.

After weak economic data in the final
months of 2018 helped send financial markets
into turmoil, the Federal Reserve clearly sig-
naled that it would not raise the benchmark
lending rate for the foreseeable future, or
until it sees a clear trend. 

Since then indications are going in the
other direction, with 3.2 percent growth in the
first quarter and solid hiring, which normally
would increase pressure on the Fed to raise
rates.  However, inflation has been sinking
even further below the central bank’s 2 per-
cent target, which would tend to fuel the case
for cutting rates-something President Donald
Trump on Tuesday again urged the Fed to do.
The ADP data come two days before the offi-
cial government employment report for April,
which economists currently predict will
include a 180,000 gain in private jobs.

inflation muted
US labor costs increased steadily in the

first quarter as a jump in transportation and
manufacturing wages was offset by small
gains elsewhere, pointing to moderate inflation
pressures even as the labor market tightens.

Other data on Tuesday showed a rebound
in consumer confidence this month amid
growing labor market optimism. While house
prices increased at their slowest pace since
2012 in February, slowing house price infla-
tion is stimulating demand for homes.

The signs of the economy’s brightening
prospects and benign price pressures came
as Federal Reserve officials began a two-day
policy meeting on Tuesday.

Citing cross-currents facing the economy,
the US central bank in March dropped its
forecasts for any rate increases this year,
halting a three-year policy tightening cam-
paign. The Fed raised borrowing costs four
times in 2018. Inflation has retreated further
from the Fed’s 2 percent target, catching the
attention of President Donald Trump, who
has been critical of the central bank’s past
rate hikes. Trump tweeted on Tuesday that
the economy could go “up like a rocket if we
did some lowering of rates, like one point,
and some quantitative easing.”

While economists agree that inflation is
low, most do not believe the Fed should be
easing monetary policy. “Inflation really isn’t
an issue right now, it looks like the outlook
for growth is strengthening,” said Chris
Rupkey, chief economist at MUFG in New
York. “At this stage, the Fed can stay on the
sidelines and rate cuts at this juncture are

premature.” The Employment Cost Index, the
broadest measure of labor costs, rose 0.7
percent after advancing by the same margin
in the fourth quarter, the Labor Department
said. That lowered the year-on-year rate of
increase in the ECI to 2.8 percent. Labor
costs rose 2.9 percent in the fourth quarter,
which was the largest gain since June 2008.

The first-quarter rise in the ECI was in line
with economists’ expectations. The ECI is
widely viewed as one of the better measures
of labor market slack. It is also considered a
better predictor of core inflation.

The government reported on Monday that
the personal consumption expenditures
(PCE) price index excluding the volatile food
and energy components increased 1.6 per-
cent in the 12 months through March, the
smallest increase since January 2018 and
down from 1.7 percent in February. The so-
called core PCE index is the Fed’s preferred
inflation measure. The dollar fell against a
basket of currencies, while prices of U.S.
Treasuries rose. Wall Street’s main stock
indexes were trading mixed after hitting
record highs in the previous session.

Confidence perks up 
In separate report on Tuesday, the

Conference Board said its consumer confi-
dence index rose to a reading of 129.2 this
month from 124.2 in March. That jump
strengthened the view that consumer spend-
ing will accelerate after growing at its slow-
est pace in a year in the first quarter.

“The Fed puts more store in consumer
confidence as a predictor of consumer
spending behavior, and from this perspective
the Fed should be reassured that the second
quarter looks strong on the consumer spend-
ing front,” said John Ryding, chief economist
at RDQ Economics in New York.

The survey’s so-called labor market dif-
ferential, derived from data about respon-
dents saying jobs are scarce or plentiful,
jumped to 33.5 percent from 28.7 percent in
March. This measure closely correlates to the
unemployment rate in the Labor
Department’s employment report. The rise in
labor market differential together with dwin-
dling numbers of people on unemployment
rolls raises the possibility the jobless rate
could drop in April from its current level of
3.8 percent. The government will publish its
April employment report on Friday.

But consumers’ inflation expectations fell
this month. With the labor market continuing
to tighten, there is optimism wage growth will
pick up a notch this year. There is growing
anecdotal evidence of companies struggling
to find workers. In the first quarter, wages
and salaries, which account for 70 percent of
employment costs, increased 0.7 percent
after rising 0.6 percent in the prior period.
Wages and salaries were up 2.9 percent in
the 12 months through March. That followed a
3.1 percent gain in the year through
December. There were strong wage gains in
the manufacturing, construction and trans-
portation industries, but compensation
slowed in the professional and business serv-
ices, education and health services sectors as
well as in the leisure and hospitality industry.

A third report on Tuesday showed the
S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller composite
home price index of 20 US metropolitan
areas rose 3.0 percent in February from a
year ago. That was the smallest gain since
September 2012 and followed a 3.5 percent
increase in January.

Growth in house prices has slowed from as
high as 6.8 percent in March 2018. The mod-
eration in prices followed an ebb in demand
after mortgage rates spiked last year.
Mortgage rates have since declined. That,
together with lower prices, is helping stimulate
demand for homes, though supply remains
tight. A fourth report from the National
Association of Realtors showed contracts to
buy previously owned homes rebounded 3.8
percent to an eight-month high in March after
dropping 1.0 percent in February. “As long as
mortgage rates remain near current levels,
sales activity should trend higher this year,
although low inventory levels will likely cap
housing sector expansion to some degree,”
said Ben Ayers, senior economist at
Nationwide in Columbus, Ohio. — Agencies

Fed likely to 
ignore Trump’s 
call to cut 
interest rates
WASHINGTON:  The US Federal Reserve, lean-
ing back against pressure from President
Donald Trump to slash interest rates, was
expected to leave borrowing costs unchanged
yesterday as it maintains a ‘patient’ monetary
policy stance amid strong economic growth.
Trump, who has accused the US central bank of
undercutting his efforts to boost economic
growth, said on Twitter on Tuesday the Fed
should cut its key overnight lending rate by a full
percentage point and renew the quantitative
easing program that saw it pump trillions of dol-
lars into the economy in response to the 2007-
2009 financial crisis and recession.

Fed officials were in the middle of their latest
two-day policy meeting when Trump made his

comments. The unorthodox advice - more in line
with what economists on the far left of the polit-
ical spectrum might advocate - is likely to go
unheeded by a central bank that views its cur-
rent target interest rate as roughly where it
should be to keep the growing US economy on
an even keel. The US government reported last
week the economy grew at an annualized pace
of 3.2 percent in the first three months of the
year, surprising Fed officials who had expected
the data to signal a slowdown.

US employers added nearly 200,000 jobs in
March, evidence of continued strength in the
labor market and a sign as well that the Fed’s
four rate hikes in 2018 had not constrained the
economy. With no clear reason to cut or raise
rates at this point, the focus on Wednesday will
be on whether the policy-setting Federal Open
Market Committee provides any new signal
about its likely plans, said Cornerstone Macro
analyst Roberto Perli.

“There will probably be discussions at this
meeting as to what the threshold should be for
bringing rates down,” Perli wrote in a note on
Tuesday. “But given the diversity of opinions
and the lack of a clear need for an imminent
decision, it seems unlikely that the (FOMC) will

agree to something specific now and be able to
send a clear signal.”

Inflation concerns 
The Fed raised rates four times last year, lift-

ing its policy rate to a range of 2.25 percent to
2.50 percent. After its last rate hike in December,
the Fed faced particularly sharp criticism from
Trump. Some central bank policymakers have
cited ongoing weak inflation, still well below the
Fed’s 2 percent target, as a sign rates may be too
high. The Fed is due to release its latest policy
statement at 2 p.m. EDT (1800 GMT). It will not
provide new economic or interest rate projec-
tions, but Chairman Jerome Powell is scheduled
to hold a press conference shortly after.

One technical change officials may make is
to trim the amount of interest paid to banks
on excess reserves held on deposit at the Fed
to 2.35 percent from 2.40 percent. The aim
would be to keep the targeted federal funds
rate from moving above its current range. The
federal funds rate, which banks charge each
other for overnight loans, rose to near the
upper level of that range this week, as banks
competed more aggressively to meet their
reserve demands. — Reuters
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